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Software Architectures
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Roadmap of the course
 What is software architecture?

 Designing Software Architecture 
 Requirements: quality attributes or qualities

 How to achieve requirements : tactics

 How do tactics lead to architectural styles

 Case studies on architectural styles, observe the achieved qualities

 The ADD method

 Documenting software architecture
 Bass and all

 Hofmeister and all

 Analyzing and evaluating an architecture

 ADLs and short discussion of formal approaches to architectures

 Today: PLs, COTS, SAr



SW Product line (SW PL)
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 Set of SW-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set 
of features that satisfy specific needs of particular market 
segment or mission and that are developed from a common 
set of core assets in a prescribed way



Why PL?
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 SA – significant investment in time and effort
 Senior experience

⇒Want to maximize the return on this investment
 Reuse SA across multiple systems

 SA – valuable intellectual property
 Can be leveraged to produce additional revenue, reduce costs



What does PL involve?
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 Vision: set of reusable assets that include
 Base architecture
 Common, tailorable elements that populate it
 Designs, their documentations, user manuals, budgets, 

schedules, test plans, test cases etc

 Achieving vision depends critically on establishing the 
correct scope for the PL



What does PL imply?
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 Successfully established PL
 Each reusable asset saved in core asset base
 To be applied to more than one system
 Reusing it cheaper than reinventing it

 Core assets designed with variation points
 Places where they can be tailored in preplanned ways

 System building becomes
 Accessing appropriate assets
 Tailoring them as required for system at hand
 Assembling the system
 The needed new SW (if any) accounts for about 20% of the total SW
 Integration and testing replace design and coding as predominant 

activities



Who does it?
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 Boeing, Ford, Dell, McDonalds, etc
 Nokia: 25-30 models/year (up from 4)
 Cummins, Inc: SW for diesel engine in 1 week from 1 

year
 Motorola: 400% productivity improvement in a family of 

one-way pagers
 HP: time-to-market reduced 7 times, increased 

productivity 6 times for a printer family
 Family of satellite ground control systems: 10% of usual 

number of developers and 90% fewer defects (US 
National Reconnaissance Office)



What does it take to do a PL?
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 Coordinated strategy involving
 SW engineering
 Technical management
 Organization management

 We check the SA aspects of SW engineering
 All aspects must work together



Scoping 
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 Scope of a PL
 Defines what systems are in it and what are out of it
 Statement about what systems an organization is willing to build

as part of this PL and what systems is not willing to build
 The organization’s best prediction on the products to build in 

foreseeable future
 Strategic planners, marketing staff, domain analysts (can catalog similar 

things, existing and planned), technology experts

 Doughnut analogy



Scope is critical
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 For success of that PL
 Too narrow: insufficient nr of products derived to justify the 

development investment
 Too broadly: effort required to develop individual products 

from core assets to big to lead to great savings
 Scope can be refined 
 During initial establishment of PL
 Opportunistically depending on PL adoption strategy



Defining scope
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 Finding commonality
 Not between two systems
 That leads to substantially reduce cost of constructing systems

an org intends to build

 Consider
 Systems to be built
 Market segmentation
 Type of assumed customer interactions



SA for PL
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 SA in core asset repository: most central role
 Essence of building successful SW PL: discriminating 

between what is constant across all family members and what 
is expected to vary

 SA ready made for this duality
 SA is an abstraction that admits plurality of instances



SA for PL, cont.
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 PL SA beyond this dichotomy
 Set of explicitly allowed variations
 (conventional SA: any instance will do as long as qualities are 

respected)

⇒ PL SA’s responsibility
 Identifying variation points
 May be substantial
 Variations in behavior, qualities, platform, network, physical 

configuration, middleware, scale factors, etc

 Provide built-in mechanisms for achieving them



PL SArchitect needs to consider
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 Identifying variation points
 Supporting variation points
 Evaluating the architecture for PL suitability



Identifying variation points
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 Ongoing activity
 Products can vary in many ways => variants can be identified at any time in 

the development process

 During requirements process
 Features, platforms, UI, qualities, target markets -> some are 

interdependent

 During design process
 Options for implementing the variations identified during requirements 

process
 Normal variations during design

 Some decisions deferred until more info is available

 During implementation
 Also during implementation of second (subsequent) products



Supporting variation points
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 Inclusion / omission of elements
 Inclusion of a different number of replicated elements
 Selection of version of elements that have the same interface 

but different qualities



Supporting variation points – more 
sophisticated techniques
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 OO-system – write generalizations and specializations of classes
 Building extension points into the element’s implementation
 Introducing build-time parameters to an element
 Reflection

 Ability of a program to manipulate data on itself, its execution environment, 
or state

 Reflective programs can adjust their  behavior based on their context
 Overloading

 Reusing named functionality to operate on different types
 Promotes code reuse; cost of understandability and code complexity



Supporting variation points -
documentation 
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 For the PL SA as it resides in the core asset base
 For each product’s SA (to the extent that it varies from 

PL architecture)
 Should clearly show its variation points
 Should also show rationale for each
 Scope definition used as justification

 Should describe architecture’s instantiation process
 How its variation points are exercised



Evaluating the architecture for PL 
suitability
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 PL SA should be evaluated for fitness or purpose
 Typical SA evaluation techniques work
 PL SA should be evaluated
 For robustness and generality
 To make sure it can serve as basis for products in PL’s scope
 To make sure it meets qualities of product



What makes PLs work?
 Potential for reuse is broad
 Requirements 
 Architectural design
 Elements 
 Modeling and analysis
 Testing
 Project planning
 Processes, methods, tools
 People
 Exemplar systems
 Defect elimination

10-Mar-1020



Building systems from OTS 
components
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 Off-the-shelf
 Architecture should respect quality attributes

 Control over system design = control over achieved qualities??
 Not true with OTS components

 OTS components used
 Economical reasons
 Change  design process, constrain SA
 Typically to achieve some functionality

 They also embody architectural (quality) assumptions

 We need to discover assemblies of components that will work in 
concert
 With each other
 With system that integrates them



Impact of OTS components to SA
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 Use of components
 Essential in many cases
 Also introduces new challenges
 Component capabilities and liabilities are constraining SA

 Example
 Chemical plant monitoring



Architectural mismatch
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 Not all components work together
 Some only appear to, but give wrong results (subtle errors)

 Components not developed for the system at hand may not work
 Discovered after buying and trying to use them

 Interfaces notoriously poor at specifying quality attributes

 Architectural mismatch
 Impediment to successfully integrating component-based systems
 Mismatch between assumptions embodied in separately developed 

components
 Shows up at integration time



Interface mismatch
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 General case of architectural mismatch
 Interface: assumptions components can make about each 

other
 Not the Java interface specification

 Assumptions
 Provide assumptions: services provided by the component to 

its user/clients
 Require assumptions: detail the services / resources needed 

for the component for working correctly
 Mismatch: provide and require assumptions do not match



What to do about interface 
mismatch
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 Repair detected cases by adapting the components
 Detect cases not avoided by qualifying components
 Avoid mismatch by specifying and inspecting components for 

the system



Techniques for repairing interface 
mismatch
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 Little systematic attention
 One obvious method
 Change the code of offending component
 Not often possible, not desirable even

 The other methods: insert code for one or both components 
that reconciles their interaction to solve the mismatch
 Wrappers
 Bridges
 Mediators 



Wrappers 
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 A form of encapsulation where some component is encased 
within an alternative abstraction

 Clients access wrapped component services through an 
alternative interface
 Provided by the wrapper

 Yielding an alternative interface to the component



Interface translation for wrappers
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 Translation of an element of a component interface into an 
alternative element

 Hiding an element of a component interface
 Preserving an element of a component’s interface unchanged



Bridges 
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 Translate some require assumptions of some component 
into provide assumptions of another component

 Difference wrt wrapper
 Repair code of bridge independent of any particular component
 Bridge must be explicitly invoked by some external agent
 Possibly one of the components the bridge spans

 Specific translation done at the time of bridge construction
 Compile time
 Bridges usually transient



Bridges and wrappers
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 Bridges focus on narrower range of interface translations than 
wrappers
 Bridges address specific assumptions
 More assumptions, fewer components it applies to

 Script could be written to execute bridge
 Need to address component-specific interface peculiarities for 

both components
 Not a wrapper then



Mediators 
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 Exhibit properties of both wrappers and bridges
 Mediators incorporate a planning function
 Runtime determination of the translation
 Bridges establish translation at construction

 Mediators become a more explicit component in the 
overall SA
 Semantically primitive bridges: incidental repair mechanisms, 

their role in design remains implicit
 Semantically more complex mediators: runtime autonomy to be 

more first class in SA



Techniques for detecting interface 
mismatch
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 Identifying mismatches
 Enhanced form of component qualification

 Component qualification
 Process of determining whether a commercial component 

satisfies various “fit for use” criteria
 Prototype integration of candidate component
 Can discover subtle forms of interface mismatch, exp. resource 

contention



Component qualification
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 Observation
 For each service provided by a component, a set of require 

assumptions must be satisfied 
 Service – convenient way of describing how component 

functionality is packaged for use

 Qualification – process of
 Discovering all require assumptions for each service to be 

provided
 Ensuring that each require assumption is satisfied by some provide 

assumptions in the system



Techniques for avoiding interface 
mismatch
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 From earliest phase of design
 Disciplined approach to specifying as many assumptions about 

an interface as feasible
 Assumptions state assertions about
 Sufficiency of services provided
 Implementability of each service (identifying resource needed)



Interfaces
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 Interface: set of assumptions
 Different interfaces – advantageous
 Parameterized interfaces
 Provide and require assumptions can be changed by changing 

value of variable before component service is invoked
 Result in adaptation code, both external and internal

 Negotiated interface
 Parameterized interface with self-repair logic



Component-based design as 
search
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 Component based system design
 Search for compatible ensembles of COTS that can meet system 

objectives

 Flexibility in system requirements
 Beneficial to integration of component-based systems
 Important to know when certain requirement is essential to 

system success => not allow its compromise



Model problems
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 Description of design context, defining the constraints of 
the implementation
 Required quality attributes included in the design context

 Model solution
 Prototype situated a specific design context
 Several solutions to a problem possible

 Used by design teams
 Evaluation of ensembles to ensure
 Components can successfully be integrated
 They can support quality attribute objectives



SArchitect: what does it take?
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 Technical aspects of designing SA put in the context of 
the organizational structure

 Many interactions
 Managers, system architects, SW developers, other SArchitects, 

marketing personnel, customers
 Must understand, coordinate with, and listen to them, 

communicate the SA vision to them

 SArchitect
 Responsibility beyond currently designed product
 Advocate for the organization investing in SA 



Roles of a SArchitect
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1. Creating a vision
2. Key technical consultant
3. Decision maker
4. Coordinator
5. Implementer
6. Advocate 



Creating a vision
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 Successful SArchitect is visionary
 Must know in advance 
 What the system will look like when done
 What will accomplish
 How it fits the company’s technology and business



Creating a vision: application 
domain
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 Knowing application domain and/or targeted product is a 
plus

 If not, need to learn about 
 Business
 Market characteristics
 Capabilities of the company’s products
 Competitors



Creating a vision: qualities/factors
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 Need to understand global requirements and constraints of 
product
 Generate global view of system
 Reiterate 
 Project with new technology, targeting new markets, fast time-

to-market
 Care must be taken in crafting a healthy vision



Creating a vision: innovations
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 Innovations in the field fuel creativity
 Company’s technology
 What’s new in marketplace
 Product users
 Application specialists
 Technical marketing
 Customers
 Visit user site (see how system is used in practice)



The vision influences the other 
roles
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 Initial architecture is sketched on a paper
 Architect needs to communicate vision 
 As coach
 Work with project manager and team during high-level design and 

product  development

 As coordinator, decision maker, and implementer
 Control key interfaces of architectural design
 Provide requirements and input about how SW fits overall product
 Verify agreed system interfaces can be met



Creating a vision: COTS and 
adjustments
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 SA sketch determines 
 What COTS components are needed
 What other existing SW can be reused to implement parts of 

the system

 Realizing vision
 May require new technology, organization changes
 Discovered defects and holes in vision should be corrected 

midcourse and communicated



Key technical consultant
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 To project manager (PM)
 Close working relationship
 PM ultimate responsibility for project
 SArchitect technical authority needed by PM

 Small projects: PM=SArchitect
 Larger projects
 Control of interfaces essential
 Team of architects
 System design review board
 Formal authority for maintaining integrity of SA



Key technical consultant, 2
Topic Project manager SArchitect

SW development Organize project; manage 
resources, budgets, 
schedules

Organize team around 
design, manage 
dependencies

Requirements Negotiate with marketing Review, negotiate req

Personnel Hiring, salary, bonuses Interview candidates; 
technical capabilities of 
staff; motivate 
development team

Technology Introduce new tech at 
SArchitect’s 
recommendation

Recommend technology, 
training, tools

Quality Ensure quality of product Track design quality

Metrics Measure productivity, size, 
quality

Ensure design goals met



Decision maker
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 High-level design team
 SAr + leaders of subsystems / technology experts / domain 

specialty areas
 Leader makes early design decisions
 Trade-off conflicting demands
 Enough domain knowledge to analyze design trade offs
 If not enough, rely on specialists



Decisions 
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 In a timely manner to meet deadlines
 Even if no team consensus
 Even if not all needed info is present

 Just-in-time decisions
 Delay as long as possible but no longer
 Advantage: flexible design, incorporates changes to 

requirements and factors easier
 Making no decision: worst case!



Perspective on decisions
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 Decisions depend on scheduling dependencies
 Work forward from the resources and backward from 

the goals
 Order decisions
 Consider marketing priorities, project schedule, new 

technology impact

 SAr responsible for global decisions
 Delegate decisions to area experts
 Design and implementation decisions to development team, 

coaching if needed



Coach 
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 SAr and PM put together SMALL high-level design team 
 Additional staff added as lower-level design and implementation 

introduced
 SAr and PM assign team members to work pieces

 SAr ensures people understand the design
 SAR convinces people the design can be implemented
 Dialog with each team member, teaching important design 

aspects
 Listen to their feedback; tradeoff!



Team members and the coach
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 Team needs to understand SA design well-enough to do 
detailed design of their subsystems
 Have each sub-team design decomposition of their subsystem 

and its interfaces to rest of system
 Have them estimate time and complexity of implementation 

=> feedback to schedule
 This increases team’s feeling of ownership in SA design and 

development schedule



Team members and the coach, 2
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 SAr needs to 
 Do the overall structure of design
 Give team members responsibility and challenge for designing 

their piece of system

 SAr duties end when achieving appropriate level of detail
 Allow team members small mistakes
 Make sure they learn from them



Coordinator 
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 SA: unifying for product development
 PM may view SA as vehicle for decomposing complex effort 

into manageable tasks
 Technical marketing may use SA as to support new features over 

lifespan of product
 SW engineers may be concerned with performance, reusability, 

evolution

 SAr: keeper of SA
 Coordinates activities of all these people



SAr as coordinator
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 Establishes and controls key interfaces
 Keep track of SW process
 Makes sure important milestones met

 Design reviews ensure consistency and quality of SA and that teams 
understands the design

 Establishes team leader responsibilities
 Together with PM
 Team leaders should relate to each other; SAr ensures they coordinate

 Maintains integrity of design, ensures architecture is followed
 If not, rationale documented (special cases!)



Implementer 
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 SAr plays role in implementing system
 SAr needs to keep programming skills fresh
 Track technologies and standards

 High-risk parts of system (exp: unknown)
 SAr may step in and go into more detail
 Exp: design initial base classes, code initial implementation

 SAr may implement a vertical slice of system to 
minimize implementation risk
 Prototyping important
 Understand design tradeoff
 Predicting system performance
 Educating the team on how to begin implementation



Advocate for SA
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 Perhaps most important role
 SA critical asset of the organization
 SAr should keep track of existing SAs in the organization
 To mine them for new SAs
 To combine them into a product line 
 Does this investment make sense?

 SAr should look beyond product boundaries
 Reuse opportunies 

 SAr must asses and advocate SA technologies
 New ones too



SA into the development process
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 SAr should work to incorporate SA in the development 
process

=> SA design activities become part of the standard operating 
procedure of organization



SAr role
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 Project usually have official SAr
 Must be position of authority
 This understood by PM and rest of team

 Otherwise
 When crises appear, SAr can be reduced to solve them with no 

time for the real job

 Without watchful SAr
 SA begins to drift from intended design
 SA more difficult to manage
 SA vision begins to disappear



SAr career
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 Steps
 SW engineer
 Senior SW engineer
 Team leader
 Apprenticeship with experienced architect
 SAr

 In this way, technical skills are developed first, then
 Leadership, communication, people skills



SAr vision again
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 SAr needs to have
 A vision of the product to be developed
 Courage to strive to achieve the vision
 Conviction and communication goals to influence entire team 

into believing that the vision can be achieved



Instead of conclusions
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 Course gives pointers
 SA is about complexity, organization, details
 SAr ensures quality attributes will be respected
 Difficult job!



After conclusions
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 Test dates:
 12.3
 9.4
 7.5

 Good luck!
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